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Abstract 
By cl-cardinality of a space X we call the cardinal clard(X) = min(T: each subset (of X) 
is a union of < 7 closed in X subspaces). Some relations between cl-cardinality and 
cardinality of a space are established. Among them ) X 1 < cf(2c’ard(X).1(X)) < 2c’ard(X).‘(X) 
and under GLH, I X I = clard(X) . I(X) for each weakly additional ?-,-space (in particular, 
for each T,-space of point-countable type). (The equality is independent of ZFC; GLH: 
“2’ < 2’+ for every cardinal T”.) Besides, under GLH, 1 X I < clard(X)‘(x) for every 
T,-space X. 
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In [3] we have introduced the notion of k-power f(X) of a topological space X 
as the least cardinal 7 such that each subspace Y of X can be represented as a 
union of not more than 7 compacta. It was proved in [31 that k(X) is “almost 
always” equal to the power 1 X 1 of X (e.g. if I X 1 < cf or if k(X)“0 = k(X)). 
Moreover, as it was recently proved by Gerlits, Hajnal and Szentmiklossy [S], 
x(X) = 1 XI for each T,-space X. 
Developing the idea to estimate the power of a space X by means of the least 
number T sufficient to decompose each subspace Y into 7 subsets with certain 
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properties, we introduce here a new cardinal function clard(X) = min{r: (VY c 
XX3 closed (in X> sets Y6, 5 < 7) [Y = U{Y,: 5 < 711). Clard is used to establish 
some new connections between different cardinal functions of a topological space. 
Specifically, it is shown that, under GLH, 1 X I < clard(X)“x) for each T,-space 
and I X I = clard(X) . Z(X) for each Tz-space of point-countable type. In particu- 
lar, I X I = clard(X) for each Lindelof T,-space of point-countable type. 
We use the standard notation accepted in general topology: 1(X) is the Lindelijf 
number, c(X) is the Souslin number, w(X) is the weight, nw(X> is the network 
weight, d(X) is the density, TW(X> is the r-weight, TX(X) is the r-character, 
$(X) is the pseudocharacter, 4w(X) is the pseudoweight of the space X. 
Greek letters T, A, p, and K stand for arbitrary cardinals or for the correspond- 
ing initial ordinals. No separation axiom is assumed unless explicitly stated. 
We start with some preliminary facts of cardinal arithmetic. Let logl,(r) = 
min{v: p” > r} and Log,(T) = min(v: CL” > T) [13]. We write just in(r) and Ln(r) 
instead of log,(r) and Log,(r) respectively. Some elementary facts about these 
functions are collected in the next easy statement: 
Assertion 1. For arbitrary cardinals p, T, K and h the following inequalities hold: 
(1) log/jr*\) <A . logJ7); 
(2) Log,(T) < 7; 
(3) if 2” = Th, then In(+) < K < h(T”); 
(4) if 2” = T*, and besides h < K, then h . h(T) < K < Ln(TA\>. 
Assertion 2 (see 1131). Log&) is regular and Log,(p) G cf(pI for each cardinal p. 
Indeed, if Log,(p) = C{v,. . a < cf(Log,(p))} and vn < Log&) for all (Y, then by 
definition p < pr“g,(A‘) = FU”:~ <Cf@“g&‘))) = ~(P”u: a < cf(‘g,( p))} = ~cf(Logw(~)), 
because I/, < Log,(p) and hence CL” = p. Thus p < ~cf(Log~(PL)) and consequently, 
cf(Log,(~L)) 2 Lo&u). 
Let p > 2’, then Log,&) > 7 and therefore p < (2T)Logz’o‘) = 2r“gz70‘L). HOW- 
ever, this means that Log&) 2 Ln(p.). Since, on the other hand, obviously 
Ln(p) > Log,&), it follows that Log&) = Ln(pL), and, in particular, Log,42’) 
= Ln(2’). Hence from the previous assertion it follows 
Assertion 2’ (see [13]). For each cardinal T the cardinal Ln(2’) is regular and 
Ln(2’) < cf(2’). 
It is clear that ln(2’) < T. However, the equality ht(2T) = T (even in case T = No) 
holds only under the additional axiomatic assumption of GLH (Generalized Luzin 
Axiom): 
GLH = “2’ < 2’” implies T < p for all T, p" 
i.e., GLH just means that the cardinal-valued function T + 2’ is increasing. It is 
well known that GLH is independent of ZFC axioms. Notice that GLH implies the 
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ordinary Luzin Axiom: 
LH = “2% < 2%“. 
One can check easily the next trivial 
Assertion 3. GLH is equivalent to each one of the following statements: 
(1) 7 <r+ implies 2’ < 2”; 
(1’) r <p implies 2’ < 2W; 
(2) 2’ = 2@ implies r = j_~; 
(3) ln(2’) = 7 for every 7; 
(4) Ln(2’) = T+ for every 7; 
(5) L&L) G (In(p))+ for every p. 
Consider now the following general situation. Let 9 be a family of subsets of X 
satisfying the following condition 
for each A CX there exists PA ~9 such that A = U 9’. (*I 
Then the following cardinal number can be defined: 
card(X~9)=min{r:(V~~X)(39~~9,~P~~<r)[A=U9~]}. 
We shall call card(X I 9) by the cardinali& of X with respect to the family 9. 
Obviously the cardinal card(X 19) is defined iff {Ix}: x E X} ~9 iff 9 has the 
property (* ). A family 9 satisfying ( * > will be called admissible. 
If 9 is the family of all Hausdorff compact subspaces of X then card(X 19) is 
just the k-power x(X) of the space X. However in this paper our principal interest 
is concerned with the cardinal card(X 19) in case when 9 is the family of all 
closed subsets of the space (X, Yx); in the sequel this cardinal will be denoted 
clard(X) and called the cl-cardinality of X. Obviously the cardinal clard(X) is 
defined iff (X, Yx> is a T,-space. 
It is obvious that card(X (9) G I X I =G I9 I < 2 Ix1 for each admissible family 
9 and therefore I.9 I card(X’9’ G 19 I Ix’ < 2 I xI _ On the other hand, by letting 
j(9’) = U 9’~ exp X for each 9’c9, [.Y’I <card(X 19) (where 9 is an 
admissible family) we obtain a surjection j: .9’card(Xi9) + exp X and hence 
191 mrdcX ‘W 2 2 Ix I. From the above inequalities we come to the following 
Assertion 4. card(X)P)< 1x1 G 191 <21xI and 19~ccard(X’9’=2’xi for each 
admissible family 9 c exp X. In particular, clard(X) =G I X I < I 7, I < 2 Ix ’ and 
IS,1 ‘lardcX) = 2 ix’ for each T,-space (X, TX>. 
Applying Assertion l(4) we get from here 
Assertion 5. card(XI9).ln(I9l)< IX1 <Ln(IPl card(X ’ 9’) for each admissible 
family 9. In particular, if (X, 9,) is a T,-space, then 
clard( X) . ln( I Yx I) G I X ( < Ln( IS, 1 ‘lardcX)) G cf( I Yx I ‘lardcX)). 
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Taking into consideration Assertion 3(5) and Assertion l(1) the previous state- 
ment implies 
Assertion 5’ [GLH]. I X I = card(X I 9’) . ln( I 9 I) for each admissible fumiZy 9. In 
partiadur, if (X, 7,) is a T,-space, then I X I = clard(X) . ln( I 7, I). 
Applying Assertions 4 and 5 we get easily 
Assertion 6. If 9 is an admissible family such that 19 I =G pT < 2 Ix’, then I X I < 
P ~~~~~~~~ 1  = 2 Ix1 and moreover, if T < I X 1 then T. card(X I 9). In(p) < I X I < 
L.,( pi’ card(X I .+‘) ) < p-mKXI~)~ 1 n particular, if (X, Yx) is a T,-space, I Sx I <p”’ 
< 2 1 xI and 7 6 ( X 1, then 7. clard(X) . In(p) < I X I < Ln(pL7.c’ard(X)) < ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
= 21x1 
Assertion 6’ [GLH]. If 9 is an admissible family such that I 9 I < pT < 2 1 x 1, then 
I X I = 7. card(X 19). ln( I9 I). In particular, if (X, .Yx) is a T,-space, then 
I X I = 7. clard(X) . In&L). 
Lemma 7. Zf 9 c exp X and I 9 I G I XI then there exist sets X0, X, c X such that 
X=X,UX, and IPJ <[XI f or each P ~9 contained in Xi, i = 0,l. 
Proof. Let F = {P ~9: I X I = I P I}. According to the Kuratowsky Lemma (see 
e.g. [4,10]) there exist X0, X, CX such that X0 fl P # (d and X, n P # fl for each 
PEF. Cl 
Proposition 8. If 9 is admissible and I X I = I 9 I, then cf( I X I > < card(X I 9) < 
I X I. Hence, if besides 1 X I is regular, then I X I = card(X 19’). 
Proof. According to Lemma 7 there exists a partition X=X, U X, such that 
I PI < I X I for each P ~9 which is contained in X,, i = 0,l. Since 9 is 
admissible, for each i = 0,l there exists a family Yi ~9, I Yi I < card(X 19) such 
that Xi = tJ gj. Letting 9’ =9r uPa we have 19’ I G card(X IS>, X= U 9’ 
and IPI <[XI for each PEL?’ and hence cf(IXI)< 19’1 <card(XI9a). The 
second inequality is obvious. 0 
The previous statement has the following corollary: 
Proposition 8’. If X is a T,-space and I X ) = I Yx 1, then cf( I X 1) < clard(X) Q 
I X I. Hence, if I X I is regular, then I X I = I Yx I implies I X I = clard(X). 
Corollary 9. If (X, 7,) is a T,-space such that nw(X) < 7, I X I = 2’ and 2’ is 
regular, then clard(X) = I X I. 
(Really since I Yx I G 2”w(x) < 2’ and I S, I z I X I = 2’ it follows that I X I 
= ) 7, l and therefore we can use the previous proposition.) 
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Corollary 9’. If X c I’ and I X I = 2’, then, under assumption that 2’ is regular, 
I XI = clard(X). In particular, if X is a separable metric space and 1 X I = c, then, 
under assumption cf( C) = C, the equality clard(X) = c holds, i.e., there exists a subset 
X0 CX which cannot be represented as a union of less than c closed (in X) subsets. 
In the sequel we shall need the following obvious fact: 
Assertion 10. c(X) G he(X) G hi(X) G clard(X1 . 109 Q 1 X I for each T,-space X. 
Proposition 11. If (X, Fx) is a T,-space, then I Fx I G w(X)clard(X).t(X) = 2 Ix’ 
and hence I X I < w(X)~‘~~~(~)“(~). 
Proof. It is well known (and easy to verify) that IS, I < w(X)~“~‘, and hence, by 
Assertion 10, I Yx I < w(X) “ard(X)“(X). To complete the proof it is sufficient to 
notice that w(X) G 2 1 x t (by Assertion 4) and hence W(X)‘(~) G 2 Ix ’ and apply 
Assertion 6 for pL7 = W(X)‘(~). 0 
Since w(X) < 77X(X) c(x) [13] for each T,-space X and c(X) G clard(X) . I(X) 
(by Assertion lo), the previous statement implies 
Proposition 11’. If (X, yx) is a TX-space, then I Yx I G T,~$XP~(~)“(~) = 2 Ix’ 
and hence ) X ) < ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Lemma 12. Let (X, S,) be a T,-space. If there exists a cardinal r < I X I such that 
either w(X) < 2’ or x-X(X) Q 2’ and besides X is regular, then I Xl < 
Ln(2~.c’“‘dW”X’) < cf(2T.chW’)~KX)) =2 IX’ and hence, under GLH, I X I = 7. 
clard(X) . I(X). 
Proof. From Propositions 11 and 11’ it follows, that I Fx I < 2’.c’ard(X).t(X). To 
complete the proof it suffices to apply Assertion 6. 0 
In case T = clard(X) . Z(X) the previous statement implies 
Lemma 12’. Zf w(X) < 2c1ard(X)“(X) and X is a T,-space or TX(X) < 2c1ard(X)‘t(X) 
and X is a T,-space, then 
I x 1 < Ln(ylard(XMX)) < ,qclard(XMX)) < 2clard(X).KX) = 21X’. 
Hence, under GLH, I X I = clard( X) . I(X). 
On the other hand taking into consideration that w(X) < 2d(X) for each 
T,-space or w(X) G 2”w(x) and letting r = d(X) or T = nw(X) we get from Lemma 
12’ the following 
Proposition 13. I X 1 < Ln(2”“(X)‘c’“‘d(x)) < cf(2”“(X)‘c1ard’X’) ,< 2nw(X)~clardW) = 
2 Ix 1 for each T,-space X and hence, under GLH, I X I = nw( X) . clard(X); if 
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besides X is 12 T,-space, then 1 X 1 < Ln(2d(x)‘“‘“‘d(X)“(X)) < cf(2d(X)‘“‘ard(X)“(X)) = 
2 / xl and hence, under GLH, 1 X 1 = d(X) . clard(X) . l(X). 
Following the traditional terminology a topological space each subset of which is 
a G,-set will be called a Q-set (see e.g. [12]). 
Proposition 14. Let X be a TI Lindel6f Q-set. Then I X I < Ln( c ) < cf(c) < c = 2 ’ x ’ 
and hence under LH, 1 X 1 = K 0 if one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) d(X) < K, and X is a T,-space; 
(b) rw(X) < c and X is a T,-space; 
(c) TX(X) < c and X is a T,-space; 
(d) nw(X) < N,; 
(e) w(X) < c; 
(f) x(X) < c. 
(For Q-sets contained in the real line this result was proved in fact by F. 
Hausdorff, see e.g. [7].) 
Proof. Notice first that if X is a TI Lindelof Q-set, then clard(X) < Ha. Applying 
now Lemma 12 we obtain the statement in cases (b), (c) and (d), and applying 
Proposition 13 we get the statement in case (a). 0 
Let q(x) = SUP{~(A, X): A cX}; +,&Xl = sup{t,b( H, Xl: H is closed in Xl. 
The following statement is trivial: 
Assertion 15. I/J(X) < $,i(X) =z q(X) = clard(X) for each T,-space X. 
It is well known (see e.g. [1,6,9]), that 1 X 1 < To’ where r is a cardinal such 
that for each closed set F containing more than one point there exists a family 
{F,: (Y < T] of closed sets such that F = U {F,: LY < T} and F\F, # fl for all LY < T. 
It is also clear that if Sx is pseudobase of a point x of X then for each x E F, 
I F I a 2 we have F = {x} u U{F\B: B E.~J and hence I X 1 =Z I,!J(X)~‘(~‘. (In 
case of a T,-space X this is equivalent to the classical inequality I X 1 6 2h’(X).) 
Hence applying Assertions 10 and 15 we have the following series of inequalities: 
1 x I < +(XPX) < clard(x)“‘“‘d(X)“(X) = ylaW0.W). Thus we get 
Proposition 16. I X I < 2c’ard(X)“(X) for each T,-space X. 
A space X will be called weakly additional (weakly rr-additional) if w(X) < I X I 
(respectively if rw(X) < I X I). 
Assertion 17. A space X is weakly additional (weakly vadditional) iff x(X) < I X I 
(respectively iff 7x(X) < I X I>. 
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(Indeed, it is sufficient to notice that w(X) <X(X). I X I and that rrw(X) < 
q(X). I Xl.) 
Since 1,9(x) < 1 X 1 for each Ti-space, the previous statement implies: 
Assertion 17’. If X is a T,-space and X(X) = G(X), then X is weakly additional. 
Assertion 17”. if X is a T,-space of point-countable type, then X is weakly additional. 
(Really, as it is well known (see e.g. [5]), if X is a T,-space of point-countable 
type, then X(X) = I/J(X) and hence we can use Assertion 17’.) 
Theorem 18. Let X be either a weakly additional T,-space or a weakly r-additional 
T,_space, then 1 X 1 < Ln(2c’ard(X).J(X)) < cf(2”‘“‘d(x)‘[(X)) < 2clard(X)~~(X) = 2 IX I, and 
hence, under GLH, I X 1 = clard(X) . Z(X). 
Proof. From Proposition 16 we get w(X) < I X I i 2c’ard(X)“(X) in the first case 
and qrw(X) < I X I < 2c1ard(X)“(X) . m the second case. It remains to use Lemma 12. 
q 
Applying Assertion 17” we obtain from here 
Theorem 18’. If X is a T,-space of point-countable type, then 
I x I < Ln(2claW)W)) < q2c~ardWW-3) < 2clWX)~KX), 
and hence, under GLH, I X I = clard(X) . f(X). 
Corollary 19 [GLH]. Zf X is a Lindeliif T,-space of point-countable type, then 
1x1 =clard(X). 
Corollary 20. If X is a Lindelof Q-set of point-countable type, then 
( X I < Ln(2’o) < cf(2X0) < 2’O = 21xi, 
and hence, under GLH, I X I < K,. 
Proposition 21 [21. I,/Jw(X) G clard(X) . In(X) f or each T,-space X. In particular, if 
I X I < 2’, then $w(X) < clard(X) .T. 
Proof. Since I X I < 2i”(IxI) there exists an injection (not necessarily continuous) 
j:X -+ 1’n(x). Take a pseudobase 9’ in Z’“(x) such that I A? I G ln( IX I) and let 
@?= {j-‘(B): B ~9’). According to Assertion 15, for each A CX there exists a 
pseudobase FA of A in X such that I 9, I G clard(X). It is easy to notice now 
that F = lJ {Fo: G E $9’) is a pseudobase in X and I 9 I G clard(X) . In I X I) and 
hence $w(X) < clard(X) . ln( I X I ). q 
Since I X I < 2c’ard(X).t(X) (b y P roposition 16) it follows that In( I X I) < clard(X) 
. Z(X). Therefore the previous statement implies 
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Proposition 21’ [2]. +bw(X> < clard(X) . I(X) for each T,-space X. 
Theorem 22. If X is a T,-space, then 
nw(X) < (2*clard(X))-< (2.clard(X))‘(X). 
Here VI(X) = min{T: 7 is a regular cardinal and for each cover %! of X there 
exists a subcover ?Y’ c Z! such that 1% I < T}. 
Proof. It is known (see [13]) that for each topological space X the following 
inequalities hold: nw(X> < $w(X)m < @W(X)‘(~). (AS usual $ = C(p’: A < Y).> 
From Proposition 21’ it follows now that nw(X> < (I(X) * clard(X))v”x’ and notic- 
ing that (~~1~ = p7 for each regular cardinal 7 (see [131) we have nw(X) < 
(clard(X) .1(X))--- ‘Icx)< (clard(X) .2 VI(x))% = (2. &rd(X))~. 0 
By means of Proposition 13 the previous theorem implies 
Theorem 23. 1 X 1 < 2 1 x 1 =g 2 c’ard(X)m for each T,-space X. In particular, under 
GLH, I X I < clard(X)m < clard(X)“x’. 
Corollary 24 [GLH]. If X is a Lindeliif T,-space, then I X 1 < clard(X)*O. 
Corollary 24’ [GLH]. Zf every subset of a Lindeliif T,-space X is a union of < c 
closed (in X) subsets, then I X I < C. 
The last corollary solves a problem of Arhangel’skil. 
Question 25. It is true that I X I = clard(X) . Z(X) for every T,-space X? 
This problem could be solved only under some additional set-theoretic assump- 
tions. Really, it is consistent that there exist uncountable subspaces of the real line 
which are Q-sets (see [14], cf. [11,12]) and for each such space Z the inequality 
1 Z I > K, = clard(Z) . w(Z) = clard(Z) .1(Z) obviously holds. Thus Theorems 18’, 
18 and Corollary 19 are independent of ZFC. 
In fact, the most general problem in this direction is the following one, which 
also cannot be solved without additional set-theoretic assumptions. 
Question 26. Let dclard(X) = min{T: (VA cX)(3 a system Z$ of discrete (in itself) 
families of closed subsets of X) [A = U U Z!’ and I FTA I G ~11 and let I X I d = 
min(T: (3 a family 9 of discrete subsets of X>[X= U 9 and I .F I < ~1). Is it true 
that 1 X I d = dclard(X) for every T,-space X? 
(We say that a family Sr of subsets of X is discrete in itself if it is disjoint and 
each A E F is open in U Sr). 
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It turns out that the analog of Question 26 in which only discrete in itself 
families of compacta are considered, has the positive solution; this solution can be 
easily extracted from the results of our paper [3]. To be precise, the equality 
I X I d = dk(X1 holds under some general assumptions where dk(x) = min{T: for 
each A CX there exists a system F& of discrete in itself families of compacta such 
that I 2” 1 G 7 and A = U U &} (see Theorem 33). 
(Obviously dclard(X1 G dk(Xl for each T,-space X and dk(X1 G IX I for each 
space X.1 
To extract this result from [3] we need some simple assertions which are stated 
below: 
Assertion 27. For each family 9 of subsets of X 
(1) 1 u F 1 d < 19 I SUPi I ‘4 I d: A E Fi); 
dk( U S> < l F I supldk( A): A E 53; 
dclard( lJ .~t) G I 9 I sup{dclard( A): A E Sr3). 
If, besides, 9 is discrete in itself, then 
(2) I u F I d = SUPi I A I d: A E F}; 
dk( U 9-l = sup{dk(A): A E 9-j; 
dclard( U 9) = sup{dclard(A): A E 9). 
Recall that a space X is called T-pseudoparacompact [3] if every open cover 9 
has a refinement Z/i/= l_l(‘Za: (Y < T} where each ZLa is discrete in itself. Similary to 
the proof of Assertion 27 one can establish also the next 
Assertion 28. If X = lJ F where ST is a discrete in itself family of r-pseudopara- 
compact sets, then X is r-pseudoparacompact, too. 
Assertion 28 immediately implies 
Assertion 28’. If X is a r-pseudoparacompact space and dclard(X) < r, then X is 
hereditarily r-pseudoparacompact .
Assertion 29. Zf dk(X) G T, then X is a hereditarily r-pseudoparacompact space. 
Proposition 30 [3, Proposition 11. A space X is scattered and hereditarily r-pseudo- 
paracompact iff X is r-discrete. 
Recall that a space X is called k-scattered if each closed compactum K 
contained in X is scattered. 
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From Proposition 30 and Assertions 27 and 29 one can get now easily the 
following 
Probtisition 31. If X is a k-scattered space, then 1 X 1 d = dk(X). 
Proof. By Assertion 29 the space X is hereditarily dk(X)-pseudoparacompact and 
hence by Proposition 30 each closed compacturn K contained in X is dk(X)-dis- 
Crete. 
On the other hand there exists a system SY= (F,: (Y < dk(X)} of discrete in 
itself families Fa of compacta such that X = U U Z!. Hence, applying Assertion 
27(l), U Fa is dk(X)-discrete for each CY. Therefore by Assertion 27(2) the space 
X = tJ U %(= U{ tJ Fa: LY < dk(X)} is dk(X)-discrete and hence 1 X ( d G dk(X). 
To complete the proof one has to notice only that the second inequality I X I d > 
dk(X) is obvious. •I 
Proposition 31 and Assertion 27(l) imply the following 
Proposition 31’. If F is a family of k-scattered subsets of X such that X = U F and 
IF I G dk(X), then I XI d = dk(X). 
Let RAT(X) = “there exists a family 9 of k-scattered subspaces of X such that 
X= UFand IFI ~7”. 
Theorem 32 (see [31). RAT(X) holds in each one of the following cases: 
(1) IXI <c,. and 7>2; 
(2) 7 ‘0 = 7 and I X I < T,,,~ (in particular, I X I < T+); 
(3) 1x1 <T,,,~ and K, <c; 
(4) X is any topological space, r > 2 and either ACP# or V = L is assumed. 
(V = L denotes the constructibility axiom and ACP# = ACP & (N, < C) and 
ACP = “(VP > c)(3a)[ I a I < c and ~‘0 G pal”.) 
Applying Proposition 31 we get from here the following 
Theorem 33. ( X I d = dk(X) = r if RA,(X) holds and hence in each one of the 
following cases: 
(1) I x I < two; 
(2) 7 ‘0 = T and I X I < T,,,~ (in particular, I X I < T+); 
(3) IX/ <T,, and N,<c; 
(4) X is any topological space, r > 2 and either ACP# or V = L is assumed. 
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